1. This is a typical multiple unit installation piping drawing. Consult local codes and authorities.
2. Refer to appropriate dimensional drawing of unit for actual size and location dimensions of piping and other connections.
3. Relief valve and solenoid valve piping shall be installed to safe drain according to appropriate plumbing codes.
4. Shell drain and condensate shall drain freely by gravity.
5. Piping connections to the unit shall be provided with unions or flanges maintaining enough clearances for service. Dielectric fittings are suggested to make connections between dissimilar metals to prevent galvanic corrosion.
6. *Items included in shipment with unit for field installation.
7. Hose connection on the unit outlet is utilized during startup calibration and cleaning.
8. A check valve may be utilized in place of backflow preventer if permitted by local codes.
9. Piping installation components are supplied by others in the field.
10. Mixing valve should not be installed within 20 feet of water heater outlet connection.
11. When steam inlet pressure is higher than required, a pressure regulating valve shall be provided before steam inlet to control valve.
12. Expansion tank shall be installed when building recirculation piping is employed.
13. Use balancing valves to balance the flow through all units if the piping arrangement is not reverse return.